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Competition within the industry 3. Early steps in mobile telecommunication In the late 80s and early 90s,
mobile telecommunication became an interesting topic for the broad society, as the hardware became more
affordable and network expansion throughout Europe and the U. Their decision to follow the industry trend
and move production to Eastern Asia resulted in the loss of valuable government contracts with countries
where production used to be Germany, Sweden etc. For instance, the first smartphone was the Nokia
Communicator introduced in  Comparing brands of the Nokia mobile phone brands and Samsung mobile
phones 3. Along with an increasingly demanded after-sales service this might have a strong impact on
crisis-stricken Nokia. Nokia is attempting to become the leading supplier for global services among devices,
which run on Windows. Human capital W4. Developer Resources. Organisational Direction Strategic
Business Units IdentiIication 2. No partnership lasts forever. This is why today we define mobile phones, or
smartphones, as a wireless handheld device that combines a cell phone with a handheld computer, typically
offering Internet access, data storage, email capability, music and movie player, camera and camcorder, GPS
navigation, voice dictation for messaging and voice search for asking questions about anything. In some areas
of development as suggested in strategy 1, Nokia even has indirect partnerships and cooperation through their
partnership with Microsoft. The LiIe Cycle model is does not capture the dynamic changes in the
telecommunication industry, such as shiIt in core activities, relationships with suppliers and modes oI
competition. Nokia need work with telecoms infrastructure providers to Technological [38] [39] enable new
markets 2. H  Strategic Alliances with key operators as distribution channel industry players Opportunities O1.
There was a great marketing campaign in which Nokia Germany gave away free wireless charging stations
WParea. The premium category addressed top range business users that wanted to emphasize their status. This
date marked a shock not only for Nokia but as well for the whole smartphone industry. Experienced
Technology and W6. It is considered to be the first smartphone because it had Internet access and fax-sending
service incorporated. It includes the Smartphone market as an emerging segment, quickly converging within
the global handset industry and currently coexisting with the rest oI the mobile devices and its Iorecasted
dominance within the industry in the Iuture. Absolutely, we are optimistic about the Egyptian market, but
there is a major challenge in the Egyptian market, which is a large number of brands in the smart phone
industry, but this also gives the market an advantage where it allows the consumer to identify different
technologies and companies, making our opportunities better because of the strength of our products and their
competitive price. What are your powerful phones that is expected to perform well in the market in ?
However, in Apple introduced the new iPhone 4 and the scenario changed. Finally the long term option of cost
pressure is nowhere to be found in the Nokia data we accessed. They also used it to solidify the position of
their patents and mapping services through prepaid licensing contracts with Microsoft. The New Corporate
Strategy. This in turn demands economies of scale, strategic alliances and cost efficient processes. Cost of raw
materials influence overall costs 1. Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning. Strategic Management.
Nokia Support. Reactive mind-set to market pressures Activities 4. Clients are supposed to do the co-design
and thus help Nokia to cause astonishment among the broad client base. It was somehow just outdated and
many producers turned their back towards Symbian and onto Android. Security regulations 3. It comprises of
the macro-environment of political, economic, social and technological factors and will draw information
about opportunities and threats which are then referred to in the SWOT- Analysis Kotler and Armstrong et al.
The company is trying to come across more youthful, vivid, and energetic Marketingweek. The dimension of
each criterion is listed in the table below. Starting as a paper mill in late 19th century, the Finnish company
Nokia has evolved and changed a lot. In addition, the external environment is highly competitive and will
continue to increase in competitiveness leaving Nokia in an unfavourable position compared to its
competitors. Cheaper employment expenses in declined markets O4.


